
The other day a body of 2,000 workingmen from the city of Rome called on the new Pope. From a press dispatch we take the following:

The pontiff was attired entirely in white, except for his red hat ornamented with gold, and a magnificent pictorial cross encrusted with jewels. As he solemnly seated himself on the throne he was greeted with a storm of applause. Cries of "long live Pius," and "long live our Father," were raised, while a band played the papal march. The Pope drew near to the steps of the portico, and, raising his hand for silence, said:

"The possession of reverence and affection touches me, not because addressed to my person, but it is addressed to Him whom I represent—Christ. It is an index to the faith animating your heart. I am yours all the more because the majority of you are working men, for Christ is the advocate of the working class and the latter are faithful to Him." 

"These words," continued Pope Pius IX, "must inculcate one lesson. Be satisfied with your condition, provide education for your children and I assure you, in the name of the Holy Ghost, that the blessing of God, which I so much invoke for you and your families, will be bestowed on you." 

You will notice that the Pope wore a red hat ornamented with gold, and a magnificent pictorial cross encrusted with jewels, and that in acknowledgment of the cheers of the visitors he said "I represent Christ."

When the Pope said that he represented Christ, it meant to believe that in himself that all Christ would do for the world at this time.

If this be true then Christ has changed since the days of亚伯拉罕 and the people who trod the hills and valleys of Galilee, and spoke of the street corners of the Judean cities.

The Pope says to the Roman workingmen: "Be satisfied with your condition." In making this statement he meant to make this message to the Catholic workingmen of the world.

If Jesus had said things like this to the working people two thousand years ago, he would not have suffered death on the cross, for the Roman government would never have permitted a man with such persuasive power as Jesus possessed to be put to death. The Roman saying could have kept him busy preaching to the working classes to be satisfied with their condition.

Because Jesus preached just the contrary he lost his life. The Pope is in no danger of being hanged on a cross. The monarchy of Italy, and the capitalist class could well afford to provide him with a palace, gold, diamonds, and all the wealth the church needs, if he could persuade the working people to be satisfied with their condition.

Socialism teaches the working class to be dissatisfied with their condition. It teaches them to unite in all lands, capture the political power, and establish the corporate ownership of the factories, mines and shops, and produce for themselves their food, clothing and shelter.

No one can deny—not even the Pope—that Socialism will abolish poverty, and the evils that flow from it, and that poverty will exist so long as the capitalists own the means of life. Socialism will never be reached till the working class becomes so dissatisfied with the present system that with one voice they will clamor for its overthrow.

If the working class "continue to be satisfied" then they will always be robbed, will always live in hovels and shackles, eat the coarsest food, wear shoddy clothes, while all the time the capitalists who take profit from labor's toil will fare sumptuously. When the Pope tells the workingmen to be satisfied, he is telling them exactly what the wicked rulers of the nations wish them to be.

Therefore we repeat the Pope is in no danger of being crucified. When the Pope tells the workingmen to be satisfied with their condition, he is aiming his remarks at the Socialists, who are all the time striving up the people to throw off oppression. If the people had always been satisfied there would be no liberals, no separate constitutions, democracies, the abolition of slavery, and all the good things we have come as a result of popular dissatisfaction.

If the Catholic workingmen of America were to follow the Pope's advice in politics, they would abandon every effort to get the people to pay for our ears.

If Christ does not love the working class today, and will not defend them in their struggle for justice, then He has changed. We do not believe He has changed, and the voice of the man who claims to represent Christ, but talks for capitalism, has a strange
The Proletariat and Its Leaders Must Be One.

James Vincent

American socialism, by reaching the point where it begins to look beyond to the professional politicians and industrialists, is in danger of losing the great masses of the working class. It is true that a majority of the old party are still looking beyond to the professional politicians and industrialists, but this does not mean that there is no need for the working class to look beyond as well. The working class must look beyond to the professional politicians and industrialists in order to secure its own interests. The working class must also look beyond to the professional politicians and industrialists in order to secure the interests of the proletariat. The working class must also look beyond to the professional politicians and industrialists in order to secure the interests of the proletariat.

NEW ENGLAND FARMERS.

There has been a time when New England farmers have been thought of as a representative cross-section of the American people. There has been a time when New England farmers have been thought of as the backbone of the country. There has been a time when New England farmers have been thought of as the source of strength and stability. But there is a great deal of evidence that this is no longer the case. There is a great deal of evidence that New England farmers are no longer representative of the American people. There is a great deal of evidence that New England farmers are no longer a source of strength and stability. There is a great deal of evidence that New England farmers are no longer the backbone of the country.
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Appeal to Reason, Girard, Kansas.

President will Pardon Them.

What Profit Will Induce Men to Do.

Bromfield, Ala., Sept. 26.—In the telephone call from United States Commissary at Fort Negley this morning indicating that ten of the prisoners at Fort Negley were to be paroled, it is stated that the parole will be forthcoming because the Government is losing money through these men being in prison. The Parole Board at Fort Negley has been slow in granting paroles, and the prisoners are refused parole because they cannot pay the necessary sum of money. The President of the United States has been asked to intervene in this matter, and is said to be considering the matter. The prisoners are in a destitute condition, and many of them are said to be in bad health. The parole will be granted on the condition that the prisoners pay the necessary sum of money.

Germans Forbidden to Think.

Washington, D. C., Sept. 26.—The new minister for war, having offered to let the order to forbid officers and privates from having in their possession any kind of literature without the permission of higher officers, has given expression to the sentiment that the order will be enforced with strictness. The order has been issued in writing and all military, contributing money or in being, is hereby notified that he shall be held guilty of mutiny, and that any refusal to comply with the order will be considered as an offense against the laws of war.

What Workingmen Vote For.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 26.—The workingmen's movement is making rapid progress. The workingmen's candidates for office are gaining ground in the city of Cincinnati. The workingmen's movement is supported by the labor unions, and is gaining strength among the workingmen of the city. The workingmen's candidates are gaining ground in the city of Cincinnati. The workingmen's movement is supported by the labor unions, and is gaining strength among the workingmen of the city.
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Children of the Mills.

ELLA WHEELER WILSON.

Oh, the silence of the children in the many swift-to-fall
It is older than the city of toil alone.

Sleep and you and I shall hear the roaring of the mill.

And the sighing of the world is open here.

But the voices of the children—say what they will.

Oh, the roaring of the mill, the mill.

They are no longer shod and stumped in the blossoms.

And their laughter does not echo in the street.

They have gone across the mills; they are working

In the mills.

And the weary, weary life that sails and droops.

The children know how to laugh as they go by.

What to them are singing birds and Running streams?

When they pray, we are told it is God's

Oh, the roaring of the mill, the mill.

The Children of Civilization.

The older I am, the more I desire

Wing Piano to have the representative in our legislative halls.

No quality of work can be suppressed by a child labor law, unless it considers the manufacturer's profits, the poor workbooks for future generations, and the encouragement of a new set of assault laws. Only then should it be considered as a solution. As far as the present system is concerned, it is a failure. There is no way in which the child labor laws can be enforced. It is like a child. If one is born with a sense of right and wrong, it is a great thing. If one is born with a sense of wrong, it is a great thing.

Life is a journey to be enjoyed. If one's work is enjoyed, it is a great thing. If one's work is not enjoyable, it is a great thing.

Wing Piano

In 35 Years, 36,000 Pianos

We will send any Wing Piano to any part of the United States on trial. We pay freight in advance and do not ask for any advance payment or deposit. If the piano is not satisfactory after three days' trial in your home, we take it back entirely and pay your freight both ways. The piano may be returned at our expense. This is a fair deal. We are in the piano business to stay in business and to give you satisfaction.

Wing Piano is the only instrument that can do this. It is the only instrument that can do this. It is the only instrument that can do this.

Wing Organ

Our Organ is as good as our Piano. A well-regulated organ is the only instrument that can do this. It is the only instrument that can do this. It is the only instrument that can do this.

Wing Organ has a beautiful, deep, sweet sound, a fine uniformity, very handsome appearance, very handsome appearance. It will stand up and export well. Wing Organ is made direct from the factory, sent on trial, and sold on any trial payment. Pay our organ is the new word.
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The Attorney General of Illinois had been mighty busy of late. He had to testify before a committee of Congress, and the state law does not apply to the telegraph service. The Illinois legislature, evidently, wants to control all the wire companies, and if it is not a reform, it is a relief to the companies. We are glad to see the state law, but we hope it will not be enforced.

The President's Budget. The President's Budget is ready to be submitted to Congress. It is expected that it will be approved by Congress and signed into law. It includes funds for the construction of new buildings, and for the maintenance of the existing ones.

The Chicago News. The Chicago News is a daily newspaper published in Chicago, Illinois. It covers local news and events in the city, as well as national and international news. The newspaper is known for its investigative reporting and its coverage of local politics.

The News of the World. The News of the World is a British newspaper that was published from 1861 to 1930. It was known for its sensationalist reporting and its coverage of major events of the time, such as the Great Fire of London and the Crimean War.

The Chicago Tribune. The Chicago Tribune is a daily newspaper published in Chicago, Illinois. It is one of the largest newspapers in the United States and is known for its conservative political stance.

The Chicago Herald. The Chicago Herald is a daily newspaper published in Chicago, Illinois. It was founded in 1847 and is known for its coverage of local news and events.

The Chicago Daily News. The Chicago Daily News is a daily newspaper published in Chicago, Illinois. It was founded in 1861 and was one of the first newspapers to use a four-column format.

The Chicago Daily Times. The Chicago Daily Times is a daily newspaper published in Chicago, Illinois. It was founded in 1849 and was known for its coverage of local news and events.

The Chicago Daily Recorder. The Chicago Daily Recorder is a daily newspaper published in Chicago, Illinois. It was founded in 1863 and was known for its coverage of local news and events.

The Chicago Home News. The Chicago Home News is a daily newspaper published in Chicago, Illinois. It was founded in 1861 and was known for its coverage of local news and events.